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Having bought this sizeable old bus 
with panels in three different 
colours – the legacy of an 
incomplete respray – I decided to 

move straight to a local painter. He’d been 
recommended as someone who did decent 
work for as little as it’s possible to spend on a 
professional paint job, so he was clearly my 
man. But I’d overlooked two things in making 
this decision. First, painting large pre-war 
cars is different from painting small Sixties 
and Seventies three-box monocoque saloons. 
Second, you get what you pay for.

It’s like this: coachbuilt pre-war cars have 
an awful lot of panels that need removing to be 
stripped and painted properly. Doors, for 
instance, need to have their leather trim 
carefully removed by levering out little tacks 
– there’s no press-moulded hardboard door 
card to pop off. Wings are large, floppy and 
difficult to work on. I have no doubt that the 
painter, who’d only done one or two pre-war 
cars before, under-estimated the time and 
effort of doing all this. I know I did.

The problem arose when the scope of the 
job became apparent. Rather than calling me 
to say the price we’d agreed was too small and 

looking at alternative solutions (like a bigger 
bill), I sensed later that he ploughed ahead, 
perhaps expending less time on prep than on 
the parts he tackled first. This meant the job 
was done in the time agreed for the fee agreed. 
But the downside is that while some bits look 
superb, others don’t. It’s not a disaster and 
from a few feet away you might wonder what 
I’m whingeing about, but getting a car 
repainted makes you very fussy.  

The bottom line is that it’ll be fine. I can 
probably improve it with rubbing compounds 
and machine polishers, and most casual 
observers would think it looked great even if I 
don’t bother with that. Also, a chap I know 
with a truly beautiful Thirties drop-head paid 
three times what I did to have his car painted, 
and it’s only half the size of the Armstrong. 
But I can’t afford to look that good.

1967 JAGUAR 420
Owned by MalcOlM McKay 
classic.cars@bauerMedia.cO.uK

Many miles, 
no worries...

THe 420 has been clocking up the 
miles without complaint this year  
(I know I’ll regret saying this!), 
though I do have a growing to-do 

list for the winter.
Best recent outing was October’s MSA 

Classic Run. Despite dismal weather, the 
family really enjoyed the superb country 
routes from Andover and had no problems 
with the Tulip road book. The 420 flew round 
Castle Combe for lap after lap until receding 
brakes and near-empty fuel tanks forced us 

Need to 
kNow

Miles this month 
685  

Costs  
£0 (just petrol)

Time owned  
13 years

Engine 4235cc, 
in-line six-cylinder
Power 245bhp @ 

5500rpm
Torque 283lb ft @ 

3750rpm
Performance  

Top speed: 125mph; 
0-60mph: 9.5sec 

off. Prodrive at Banbury made an interesting 
new visit, but the finish at Rockingham was an 
anti-climax in pouring rain, except for the 
excitingly slippery track where even a 
Sunbeam Tiger slid sideways as the Jaguar 

1934 ArMsTrong 
siddElEy 20hP rAlly 
TourEr
Owned by nigel bOOthMan
classic.cars@bauerMedia.cO.uK

Armstrong changes colour

snapped at its heels: terrific fun. 
I’ve driven all but one of these Runs since 

1986 and love the concept: hundreds of 
classics, all different, anything over 20 years 
old qualifies, all on the road together. Brilliant.

Need to kNow
Miles this month 30 (on another transporter)  Costs £3000  
Engine 3190cc, in-line six-cylinder  Power 80bhp @ 3500rpm 
(approx)  Torque140lb ft @ 2500rpm (approx)  Performance 

Top speed: 85mph; 0-50mph: 18sec

About half-way through the prep, with the larger 

panels removed or resting loose on the car

Above: the 
painter’s 
storage rack 
was pretty 
stylish
 
left: the front 
wings, in their 
new navy blue 
hue, are among 
the parts that  
came out well

left: Malcolm’s 420 
(centre forground)
makes new friends on 
the MsA Classic run


